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Genomic epidemiology reveals multidrug 
resistant plasmid spread between  
Vibrio cholerae lineages in Yemen

Florent Lassalle    1  , Salah Al-Shalali2, Mukhtar Al-Hakimi    2, 
Elisabeth Njamkepo    3, Ismail Mahat Bashir4, Matthew J. Dorman    1,5, 
Jean Rauzier3, Grace A. Blackwell1,6, Alyce Taylor-Brown    1, 
Mathew A. Beale    1, Adrián Cazares    1, Ali Abdullah Al-Somainy7, 
Anas Al-Mahbashi2, Khaled Almoayed7, Mohammed Aldawla8, 
Abdulelah Al-Harazi7, Marie-Laure Quilici    3,11, François-Xavier Weill    3,11, 
Ghulam Dhabaan    9,11   & Nicholas R. Thomson    1,10,11 

Since 2016, Yemen has been experiencing the largest cholera outbreak  
in modern history. Multidrug resistance (MDR) emerged among  
Vibrio cholerae isolates from cholera patients in 2018. Here, to characterize 
circulating genotypes, we analysed 260 isolates sampled in Yemen  
between 2018 and 2019. Eighty-four percent of V. cholerae isolates were 
serogroup O1 belonging to the seventh pandemic El Tor (7PET) lineage, 
sub-lineage T13, whereas 16% were non-toxigenic, from divergent non-7PET  
lineages. Treatment of severe cholera with macrolides between 2016 and 
2019 coincided with the emergence and dominance of T13 subclones 
carrying an incompatibility type C (IncC) plasmid harbouring an MDR 
pseudo-compound transposon. MDR plasmid detection also in endemic 
non-7PET V. cholerae lineages suggested genetic exchange with 7PET 
epidemic strains. Stable co-occurrence of the IncC plasmid with the SXT 
family of integrative and conjugative element in the 7PET background has 
major implications for cholera control, highlighting the importance of 
genomic epidemiological surveillance to limit MDR spread.

Since 2016, Yemen has seen the largest epidemic of cholera ever 
recorded. This occurred against the backdrop of a civil war turned 
international conflict and famine, which together fuelled extensive 
population movement, with more than four million people internally 
displaced by the end of 20201. The Electronic Disease Early Warning 
System, a surveillance programme coordinated by the Ministry of 

Public Health and Population of Yemen (MPHP) in Sana’a tasked with 
monitoring the epidemic2, recorded a total of almost 2.4 million sus-
pected cholera cases up until August 20193. These cases exhibited a 
seasonal profile, with peaks in July 2017 and September 2018 (16,000 
and 50,000 cases per week, respectively)3. The lower reported case 
incidence in 2018 was ascribed to the mass vaccination campaign led 
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form a well-supported clade (94% bootstrap) that branches from 
within VcH.9.f.

Spatio-temporal distribution of V. cholerae isolates
To delineate the evolutionary dynamics of the cholera outbreak in 
Yemen, we plotted VcH.9 isolates by phylogenetic cluster over time 
(based on the date of sample collection) and between administrative 
divisions (linked to reporting hospital). From Fig. 2b, it is clear that 
each annual wave was dominated by a single cluster: 2016 and 2017 by 
VcH.9.e, 2018 by VcH.9.h and 2019 by VcH.9.g. There was no evidence of 
geographic restriction for any of these clusters, even when accounting 
for dispersal over time (Fig. 2c,d, Supplementary Table 6 and online 
Supplementary data at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19097111).  
There was also no significant correlation between spatial and temporal  
distances, or between the spatial and phylogenetic distances  
(Supplementary Table 7).

However, these data did show a positive correlation between the 
temporal and phylogenetic distances (R2 = 0.181; Mantel test P < 10−6) 
(Supplementary Table 7), with root-to-tip distances significantly cor-
related with sampling date (Pearson’s R2 = 0.437; P < 10−15).

We inferred a recombination-free, timed phylogeny for VcH.9 
using a Bayesian framework (Extended Data Fig. 6), which revealed that 
the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of all Yemeni V. cholerae 
7PET-T13 genomes was estimated to have existed in February 2015 
(95% confidence interval, April 2014 and July 2015). Moreover, the 
MRCAs for clusters VcH.9.e and VcH.9.f (mostly sampled in 2016 and 
2017) were dated May and June 2015 respectively, and the MRCAs for 
clusters VcH.9.g and VcH.9.h (sampled in 2018 and 2019) were dated 
February and March 2017 respectively. In addition, we dated the MRCA 
of the clade grouping clusters VcH.9.g and VcH.9.h, which represent the 
majority of 2018–2019 Yemen isolates, to September 2016 (Extended 
Data Fig. 6).

In contrast to 7PET isolates, the distribution of non-7PET isolates 
(clades VcD, VcK and Vpc) across Yemen was mostly sporadic. Although 
we found some of the non-7PET isolates were closely related and 
occurred in close spatio-temporal range (Supplementary Table 5 and 
Supplementary data at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19097111),  
we found no evidence of long-range spread of the non-7PET isolates 
across Yemen (Supplementary Text), a pattern that thus remains  
characteristic of 7PET V. cholerae isolates linked to epidemic disease.

Predicted phenotypic properties of V. cholerae isolates
Consistent with our previous report7, Yemeni VcH.9 isolates—which 
all belong to 7PET-T13 sub-lineage—all carried genes or mutations 
known to confer resistance to trimethoprim (dfrA1), to nalidixic acid 
(gyrA_S83I and parC_S85L) and to nitrofurans (nfsA_R169C and nfsB_
Q5Stop). They also carried the Vibrio pathogenicity island 1 (VPI-1)—
encoding the toxin co-regulated pilus—and VPI-2, the Vibrio seventh 
pandemic islands I and II (VSP-I and VSP-II), and the CTX prophage, 

which all featured the cholera toxin genes, ctxAB, of the allelic type 
ctxB7. None of the non-7PET genomes from Yemen possessed a CTX 
phage or the ctxAB genes.

All Yemeni 2018–2019 VcH isolates were predicted to be the O1 
serogroup (except for three isolates for which genomic data were 
insufficient) (Supplementary Text and Extended Data Fig. 7) and were 
predicted to be Ogawa serotype, except two that showed a disrup-
tion in wbeT, indicative of an Inaba phenotype (YE-NCPHL-18053 and 
YE-NCPHL-19014, with gene truncation and point mutation respec-
tively) (Supplementary Table 6).

Genome variation of VcH.9 (7PET-T13) isolates in Yemen
Given the change in antimicrobial susceptibility seen in the 2018–2019 
Yemen isolates, we compared in detail the VcH.9 isolate genomes from 
Yemen with each other and with related isolates taken elsewhere. 
We identified 3, 4 and 21 fixed SNPs in the crown clade containing 
VcH.9.e,f,g,h, the clade containing VcH.9.g,h, and VcH.9.h, respectively 
(including 2, 2 and 11 non-synonymous SNPs, respectively) (Supplemen-
tary Table 8). Changes fell largely within genes predicted to be involved 
in carbohydrate metabolism, signal transduction and chemotaxis, 
none of which could be directly linked to change in virulence (Sup-
plementary Table 8).

Previously, the 2016–2017 Yemeni isolates carried an SXT ICE 
differing by only three or four SNPs from the ICEVchInd5/ICEVchBan5 
reference sequence (GenBank accession GQ463142.1)17, but which pos-
sessed a 10 kb deletion in variable region III, explaining the phenotypic 
loss of resistance to streptomycin, chloramphenicol and sulphona-
mides (only retaining resistance to trimethoprim via the dfrA1 gene)7. 
All 2018–2019 VcH.9 genomes carried the same SXT ICE deletion variant 
(Supplementary Table 6), showing a maximum of two pairwise SNP 
differences and indicating the change in AMR profile was not linked 
to variation in SXT ICE.

Looking across all genes within the pangenome, the only variation 
directly associated with the Yemen 2018–2019 genomes, compared with 
those sequenced in the period 2016–2017, was the presence of a 139 kb 
plasmid, which we named pCNRVC190243 (Supplementary Table 9).  
The backbone of this plasmid includes a replicon of the IncC type (previ-
ously known as IncA/C2 subtype12), as well as genes encoding a complete 
type F conjugative apparatus and a mobility region of the family MOBH, 
suggesting it is self-transmissible. Plasmid pCNRVC190243 also car-
ries a 20 kb genomic region (which we denoted YemVchMDRI); this is 
a pseudo-compound transposon (PCT)—a structure bounded by IS26 
elements18—and includes a class 1 integron with aadA2 encoding resist-
ance to streptomycin and spectinomycin as a gene cassette, associated 
with an ISCR1 element carrying the extended spectrum beta-lactamase 
blaPER-7 gene, a structure similar to one previously seen in Acinetobacter 
baumanii19,20. It is also predicted to encode a quaternary ammonium 
compound efflux pump (qac), sulphonamide resistance (sul1) and 
macrolide resistance (mph(A), mph(E) and msr(E)) (Fig. 3). We found that 

Fig. 2 | Phylogenetic diversity and spatio-temporal distribution of V. cholerae 
7PET-T13 isolates (VcH.9) from Yemen. a, Subtree of the ML phylogeny of 
456 7PET genomes mapped to reference VcH.9 strain CNRVC190243 genome, 
including 335/456 genomes covering VcH.9 (as defined in Supplementary Fig. 5), 
which corresponds to the 7PET-T13 sub-lineage and close South Asian relatives. 
The full tree containing the 456 genomes is available as supplementary material 
on figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.16595999) and was obtained 
based on 2,092 SNP sites from concatenated whole-chromosome alignments. 
Brown branches indicate the clade grouping all Yemeni 7PET-T13 isolates. 
Bootstrap support greater than 70% is indicated by white circles. Phylogenetic 
clusters within VcH.9 are highlighted with background colours (legend key 1). 
Coded tracks outside the tree depict the serotype of isolates (ring 2) as predicted 
from genomic data, year of isolation when isolated in 2012 or later (ring 3) and the 
governorate of isolation if in Yemen (ring 4). The presence of MGEs is indicated 
by coloured circles in the outermost track (ring 5): ICP1-like phage (pink), SXT ICE 

ICEVchInd5 (blue), ICEVchInd5∆ that is featuring the characteristic 10-kb deletion 
in the variable region III (green), IncC plasmid backbone (light brown) and the 
MDR PCT YemVchMDRI (dark brown); filled and unfilled circles indicate different 
levels of coverage in assemblies (as in Fig. 1 legend). The position of the reference 
sequence to which all other genomes were mapped to generate the alignment 
is labelled. The scale bar represents the number of nucleotide substitutions 
per site. b, Frequency of each phylogenetic subcluster among Yemen isolates 
per month since the onset of the Yemen outbreak. Where relevant, the cluster 
group is subdivided by the presence or absence of the IncC plasmid as indicated 
by the filled brown (present) or open (absence) circle on the right of the chart. 
The contribution of each governorate of isolation is indicated by the coloured 
portion of each bar. c,d, A map of Yemen governorates (c) and a focus on the 
Sana’a and Amanat Al Asimah governorates (inner and outer capital city; d),  
with dots corresponding to isolates, coloured by phylogenetic subcluster.
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form a well-supported clade (94% bootstrap) that branches from 
within VcH.9.f.

Spatio-temporal distribution of V. cholerae isolates
To delineate the evolutionary dynamics of the cholera outbreak in 
Yemen, we plotted VcH.9 isolates by phylogenetic cluster over time 
(based on the date of sample collection) and between administrative 
divisions (linked to reporting hospital). From Fig. 2b, it is clear that 
each annual wave was dominated by a single cluster: 2016 and 2017 by 
VcH.9.e, 2018 by VcH.9.h and 2019 by VcH.9.g. There was no evidence of 
geographic restriction for any of these clusters, even when accounting 
for dispersal over time (Fig. 2c,d, Supplementary Table 6 and online 
Supplementary data at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19097111).  
There was also no significant correlation between spatial and temporal  
distances, or between the spatial and phylogenetic distances  
(Supplementary Table 7).

However, these data did show a positive correlation between the 
temporal and phylogenetic distances (R2 = 0.181; Mantel test P < 10−6) 
(Supplementary Table 7), with root-to-tip distances significantly cor-
related with sampling date (Pearson’s R2 = 0.437; P < 10−15).

We inferred a recombination-free, timed phylogeny for VcH.9 
using a Bayesian framework (Extended Data Fig. 6), which revealed that 
the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of all Yemeni V. cholerae 
7PET-T13 genomes was estimated to have existed in February 2015 
(95% confidence interval, April 2014 and July 2015). Moreover, the 
MRCAs for clusters VcH.9.e and VcH.9.f (mostly sampled in 2016 and 
2017) were dated May and June 2015 respectively, and the MRCAs for 
clusters VcH.9.g and VcH.9.h (sampled in 2018 and 2019) were dated 
February and March 2017 respectively. In addition, we dated the MRCA 
of the clade grouping clusters VcH.9.g and VcH.9.h, which represent the 
majority of 2018–2019 Yemen isolates, to September 2016 (Extended 
Data Fig. 6).

In contrast to 7PET isolates, the distribution of non-7PET isolates 
(clades VcD, VcK and Vpc) across Yemen was mostly sporadic. Although 
we found some of the non-7PET isolates were closely related and 
occurred in close spatio-temporal range (Supplementary Table 5 and 
Supplementary data at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19097111),  
we found no evidence of long-range spread of the non-7PET isolates 
across Yemen (Supplementary Text), a pattern that thus remains  
characteristic of 7PET V. cholerae isolates linked to epidemic disease.

Predicted phenotypic properties of V. cholerae isolates
Consistent with our previous report7, Yemeni VcH.9 isolates—which 
all belong to 7PET-T13 sub-lineage—all carried genes or mutations 
known to confer resistance to trimethoprim (dfrA1), to nalidixic acid 
(gyrA_S83I and parC_S85L) and to nitrofurans (nfsA_R169C and nfsB_
Q5Stop). They also carried the Vibrio pathogenicity island 1 (VPI-1)—
encoding the toxin co-regulated pilus—and VPI-2, the Vibrio seventh 
pandemic islands I and II (VSP-I and VSP-II), and the CTX prophage, 

which all featured the cholera toxin genes, ctxAB, of the allelic type 
ctxB7. None of the non-7PET genomes from Yemen possessed a CTX 
phage or the ctxAB genes.

All Yemeni 2018–2019 VcH isolates were predicted to be the O1 
serogroup (except for three isolates for which genomic data were 
insufficient) (Supplementary Text and Extended Data Fig. 7) and were 
predicted to be Ogawa serotype, except two that showed a disrup-
tion in wbeT, indicative of an Inaba phenotype (YE-NCPHL-18053 and 
YE-NCPHL-19014, with gene truncation and point mutation respec-
tively) (Supplementary Table 6).

Genome variation of VcH.9 (7PET-T13) isolates in Yemen
Given the change in antimicrobial susceptibility seen in the 2018–2019 
Yemen isolates, we compared in detail the VcH.9 isolate genomes from 
Yemen with each other and with related isolates taken elsewhere. 
We identified 3, 4 and 21 fixed SNPs in the crown clade containing 
VcH.9.e,f,g,h, the clade containing VcH.9.g,h, and VcH.9.h, respectively 
(including 2, 2 and 11 non-synonymous SNPs, respectively) (Supplemen-
tary Table 8). Changes fell largely within genes predicted to be involved 
in carbohydrate metabolism, signal transduction and chemotaxis, 
none of which could be directly linked to change in virulence (Sup-
plementary Table 8).

Previously, the 2016–2017 Yemeni isolates carried an SXT ICE 
differing by only three or four SNPs from the ICEVchInd5/ICEVchBan5 
reference sequence (GenBank accession GQ463142.1)17, but which pos-
sessed a 10 kb deletion in variable region III, explaining the phenotypic 
loss of resistance to streptomycin, chloramphenicol and sulphona-
mides (only retaining resistance to trimethoprim via the dfrA1 gene)7. 
All 2018–2019 VcH.9 genomes carried the same SXT ICE deletion variant 
(Supplementary Table 6), showing a maximum of two pairwise SNP 
differences and indicating the change in AMR profile was not linked 
to variation in SXT ICE.

Looking across all genes within the pangenome, the only variation 
directly associated with the Yemen 2018–2019 genomes, compared with 
those sequenced in the period 2016–2017, was the presence of a 139 kb 
plasmid, which we named pCNRVC190243 (Supplementary Table 9).  
The backbone of this plasmid includes a replicon of the IncC type (previ-
ously known as IncA/C2 subtype12), as well as genes encoding a complete 
type F conjugative apparatus and a mobility region of the family MOBH, 
suggesting it is self-transmissible. Plasmid pCNRVC190243 also car-
ries a 20 kb genomic region (which we denoted YemVchMDRI); this is 
a pseudo-compound transposon (PCT)—a structure bounded by IS26 
elements18—and includes a class 1 integron with aadA2 encoding resist-
ance to streptomycin and spectinomycin as a gene cassette, associated 
with an ISCR1 element carrying the extended spectrum beta-lactamase 
blaPER-7 gene, a structure similar to one previously seen in Acinetobacter 
baumanii19,20. It is also predicted to encode a quaternary ammonium 
compound efflux pump (qac), sulphonamide resistance (sul1) and 
macrolide resistance (mph(A), mph(E) and msr(E)) (Fig. 3). We found that 

Fig. 2 | Phylogenetic diversity and spatio-temporal distribution of V. cholerae 
7PET-T13 isolates (VcH.9) from Yemen. a, Subtree of the ML phylogeny of 
456 7PET genomes mapped to reference VcH.9 strain CNRVC190243 genome, 
including 335/456 genomes covering VcH.9 (as defined in Supplementary Fig. 5), 
which corresponds to the 7PET-T13 sub-lineage and close South Asian relatives. 
The full tree containing the 456 genomes is available as supplementary material 
on figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.16595999) and was obtained 
based on 2,092 SNP sites from concatenated whole-chromosome alignments. 
Brown branches indicate the clade grouping all Yemeni 7PET-T13 isolates. 
Bootstrap support greater than 70% is indicated by white circles. Phylogenetic 
clusters within VcH.9 are highlighted with background colours (legend key 1). 
Coded tracks outside the tree depict the serotype of isolates (ring 2) as predicted 
from genomic data, year of isolation when isolated in 2012 or later (ring 3) and the 
governorate of isolation if in Yemen (ring 4). The presence of MGEs is indicated 
by coloured circles in the outermost track (ring 5): ICP1-like phage (pink), SXT ICE 

ICEVchInd5 (blue), ICEVchInd5∆ that is featuring the characteristic 10-kb deletion 
in the variable region III (green), IncC plasmid backbone (light brown) and the 
MDR PCT YemVchMDRI (dark brown); filled and unfilled circles indicate different 
levels of coverage in assemblies (as in Fig. 1 legend). The position of the reference 
sequence to which all other genomes were mapped to generate the alignment 
is labelled. The scale bar represents the number of nucleotide substitutions 
per site. b, Frequency of each phylogenetic subcluster among Yemen isolates 
per month since the onset of the Yemen outbreak. Where relevant, the cluster 
group is subdivided by the presence or absence of the IncC plasmid as indicated 
by the filled brown (present) or open (absence) circle on the right of the chart. 
The contribution of each governorate of isolation is indicated by the coloured 
portion of each bar. c,d, A map of Yemen governorates (c) and a focus on the 
Sana’a and Amanat Al Asimah governorates (inner and outer capital city; d),  
with dots corresponding to isolates, coloured by phylogenetic subcluster.
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INTRODUCTION

Pesticide resistance (see Box 1 for definition of terms in 
bold) development brings immense challenges for global 
agriculture and is a prime example of rapid evolution 
induced by human activities (Chen & Schoville,  2018; 
Rosenheim et al.,  1996). Such resistance has been de-
fined as a ‘genetically based decrease in susceptibility of 

a population to a toxin caused by exposure of this pop-
ulation to the toxin in the field’ (Tabashnik et al., 2013). 
It often follows soon after a new synthetic compound is 
introduced (Palumbi, 2001) due to the strong directional 
selection that pesticide application exerts on pests. It 
was, however, recently highlighted that the evolutionary 
history of a species might affect the likelihood of devel-
oping resistance, making some species more predisposed 
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Abstract
Pesticide resistance development is an example of rapid contemporary evolution 
that poses immense challenges for agriculture. It typically evolves due to the strong 
directional selection that pesticide treatments exert on herbivorous arthropods. 
However, recent research suggests that some species are more prone to evolve 
pesticide resistance than others due to their evolutionary history and standing 
genetic variation. Generalist species might develop pesticide resistance especially 
rapidly due to pre- adaptation to handle a wide array of plant allelochemicals. 
Moreover, research has shown that adaptation to novel host plants could lead 
to increased pesticide resistance. Exploring such cross- resistance between host 
plant range evolution and pesticide resistance development from an ecological 
perspective is needed to understand its causes and consequences better. Much 
research has, however, been devoted to the molecular mechanisms underlying 
pesticide resistance while both the ecological contexts that could facilitate resistance 
evolution and the ecological consequences of cross- resistance have been under- 
studied. Here, we take an eco- evolutionary approach and discuss circumstances 
that may facilitate cross- resistance in arthropods and the consequences cross- 
resistance may have for plant– arthropod interactions in both target and non- target 
species and species interactions. Furthermore, we suggest future research avenues 
and practical implications of an increased ecological understanding of pesticide 
resistance evolution.

K E Y W O R D S
agroecosystem, co- evolution, diet breadth, insecticide resistance, integrated pest management, 
plant– insect interaction
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BOX 2 Pesticide resistance evolution and cross- resistance in phytophagous arthropods

Resistance to pesticide treatments was first noted over 100 years ago (Melander,  1914), and since then, an 
increasing number of insects have evolved resistance to at least one or more of the available insecticides 
(Feyereisen et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 1983). As in other cases of resistance evolution, pesticide resistance de-
velops following strong directional selection on the pest. Arthropods have developed several different mecha-
nisms, from behavioural to molecular, to withstand pesticides (Figure 1) that are similar to the strategies 
that arthropods have evolved in response to chemical host plant defences (e.g. behaviour or detoxification) 
(Després et al., 2007; Heckel, 2014). Recent advancements also pinpoint epigenetic and epitranscriptomics 
mechanisms (Brevik et al., 2021; Oppold et al., 2015; Oppold & Müller, 2017), transcription factors (Amezian 
et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021; Palli, 2020; Xu et al., 2022) and in- house microbial allies (Gomes et al., 2020;  

F I G U R E  1  Mechanisms for pesticide resistance evolution in the insect. (A) Resistance acquisition via avoidance of the toxin, that 
is insecticides often fail to reach target insects under the leaf. (B) Reduce toxin penetrability through thickening of the insect cuticle. 
(C) Mutation in the binding site inside the target pest causes pesticide insensitivity. (D) Pesticide metabolism exploiting internal 
molecular machinery. I modifications may occur at the epigenetic level via DNA methylation or histone modification, leading to target 
gene expression alteration upon pesticide exposure. Epimutations are often heritable. II transcription factors (TFs) can modulate 
the expression of xenobiotic response elements, that is CncC- Maf mediated xenobiotic response. III overexpression of phase I (i.e. 
Cyt P450s), phase II (i.e. GSTs), phase III (i.e. ABC transporters) enzymes can lead to detoxification or excretion of the entomotoxic 
pesticide molecules. (E) In- house microbial symbionts can facilitate resistance development via detoxifying the toxic compound or 
facilitating the encapsulation of toxic molecules by activating the insect's immune system. (F) Single gene or multigene mutations can 
facilitate genetic resistance against pesticides.
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may affect various biological traits (Box 3), making the 
evolutionary outcome unpredictable (Fox et al.,  2017). 
Such trait evolution may further lead to both direct and 
indirect eco- evolutionary effects up to the species com-
munity scale (Utsumi, 2011).

Besides the notion that arthropods' adaptation to 
novel host plants may lead to pest problems on their 
new hosts, an increased host plant range in pest arthro-
pods could enhance the ability to persist in unexplored 
areas and thus facilitate geographical range expansion. 
For pest arthropods, utilising additional hosts may 
further disrupt control strategies as pests could persist 
using alternative host plants as refuges (Montezano 
et al., 2018; Figure 3). However, adopting a novel host 
plant comprises arthropods' ability to feed, but also 
locate and accept the host plant through oviposition 
(Harvey et al., 2010). Cross- resistance may thus likely 
increase arthropod performance on new host plants 
through the ability to withstand and detoxify the al-
lelochemicals, but whether preference for the new host 
plant species also could be affected or not needs to be 
assessed. Perhaps cross- resistance enhances perfor-
mance on novel hosts in the first step, while preference 
evolves later. However, in cases where females prefer a 
plant species on which larvae perform poorly, cross- 
resistance that allows her offspring to have a better 

feeding performance on this plant may allow both 
the preference and performance of this host plant to 
spread rapidly in the population. This may be a more 
likely scenario in generalist species, where mothers' 
preference and offspring performance are not always 
correlated (Gripenberg et al., 2010).

If pesticide resistance development could lead to host 
plant range changes through cross- resistance, this may 
have consequences for general food- web and commu-
nity dynamics involving non- target species. For example 
host shifts may affect herbivore competition on the novel 
host plant (Carrasco et al.,  2018), and the evolution of 
new feeding traits may impact the arthropod community 
through indirect eco- evolutionary effects mediated be-
tween the shared host plant (Utsumi, 2015). Furthermore, 
we predict that adopting novel host plants through 
cross- resistance could involve acquired mechanisms to 
tolerate new classes of allelochemicals which could af-
fect higher trophic levels' preference and performance. 
If a phytophagous species uses those new allelochemi-
cals to defend against parasitoids and predators (com-
pare Harvey et al., 2010; Bezemer et al., 2014), through 
sequestration (Beran & Petschenka, 2022), the efficiency 
of its natural enemies may be affected. This could have 
suppressed or released effects on the herbivore, depend-
ing on whether the higher trophic levels have advantages 

F I G U R E  3  Scheme over pesticides' direct and indirect impacts on ecosystem functioning following cross- resistance, from target species 
to non- target species. Pesticides, the development of resistance due to their use and their potential side effects are represented in yellow. The 
impacts listed in the figure are not exhaustive.
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Glossary
Evolution Evolution refers to changes in the composition
of a population over long periods of time that reflect an
underlying change in the frequencies of genes within the
population’s genetic pool. Some evolutionary changes, such
as the phenomenon of industrial melanism, are referred to
as ‘microevolutionary,’ to indicate they are short term
reversible changes. Other evolutionary changes, such as the
extinction of an entire species, are irreversible, and are often
referred to as ‘macroevolutionary.’
Lamarckian inheritance A discredited mechanism for
evolutionary change popularized by Jean Baptiste de
Lamarck (1744–1829) that posits changes that occur over
the course of an individual organism’s lifetime can be
passed on to its offspring. For example, Lamarck suggested
that the reason why modern giraffes have such long necks is
because their shorter necked ancestors habitually stretched
their necks to reach foliage high up in the canopy of trees,
and this continued stretching by generations of giraffes had
resulted in their offspring being born with longer necks.
Mutation A mutation is a rare change in the DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) that serves as the hereditary
material in nearly all organisms. DNA is a long molecule
that contains long segments called genes that code for
specific traits and behaviors. Because mutations occurring
within a gene may affect the sequence of the gene, they have
the potential to alter the code, and therefore how the trait or
behaviour is expressed. Mutations occasionally arise due to
copying errors when the DNA is duplicated in cells, despite

the presence of repair mechanisms. Certain environmental
stimuli, such as radiation, may increase the rate at which
mutations occur.
Natural selection A well-documented mechanism for
evolutionary change that accounts for, among other things,
the origin of adaptations in nature. It was first proposed by
Charles Darwin (1809–82) and Alfred Wallace (1823–
1913) who drew attention to the predictable consequence
of three circumstances in nature. First, populations in nature
exhibit variation, i.e., the individuals that comprise a
population do not all look and behave exactly alike, and at
least part of this variation is inherited. Second, some of this
variation affects the ability of organisms to survive and find
mates. And third, there is a competition in nature, owing to
the fact that not all who are born can possibly survive owing
to limits on the availability of resources, mates etc. Darwin
and Wallace pointed out that when all three of these
circumstances take place, a logical and entirely
predictable consequence is that those individuals that vary
in ways that help them survive and reproduce will
contribute more to the next generation. And as a
consequence, the frequency of the favored variations will
gradually, over many generations, increase.
Saltationism A discredited mechanism for evolutionary
change endorsed by Étienne Geoffroy Saint Hilaire (1772–
1844) that attempted to account for the origin of new
species and new adaptations by means of sudden dramatic
changes. In the early twentieth century, saltation was
thought to occur by means of large mutations.

Industrial melanism refers to a trend toward darker coloration
in many moth species that has been observed in areas affected
by large-scale air pollution. It was first noticed in Britain and
Continental Europe in the wake of the Industrial Revolution. It
has since been observed in hundreds of other moth and insect
species throughout the world wherever large-scale air pol-
lution occurs.

The Peppered Moth

The most famous and well-documented example of the phe-
nomenon of industrial melanism is the peppered moth, Biston
betularia, a common moth in Britain and Continental Europe.
Like other moth species, the adult form of this moth is noc-
turnal (active at night), spending most of the day motionless
on trees, rocks, and other resting sites. The peppered moth was
first described by Moses Harris (1766), who in a brief
description of the moth drew attention to the ‘white, freckled’
appearance that gives it its common name. Harris was an acute
observer of nature, and his failure to mention the adult form

as having any other form strongly implies the existence of
another dark form was unknown at the time of his writing.

Naturalists initially greeted the chance discovery of a
melanic (dark) form of the peppered moth (ca. 1848) in the
vicinity of Manchester, a large manufacturing center at the
time, as simply an anomalous sport of nature. But over
the course of just a few decades, an ever increasing number of
subsequent additional sightings by other naturalists led com-
mentators to recognize something dramatic was taking place
before their eyes. The dark form had gone from being un-
known to being quite common in the vicinity of Manchester
in the space of just a few decades. A similar trend was also
noticed in other industrial areas in both Britain and Europe,
not merely in the peppered moth, but also in many other
moth species.

Multiple explanations were proposed to account for this
trend among insects in the vicinity of manufacturing centers.
Some, such as Nicholas Cooke (1877), suggested that the
general darkening of moths in the affected areas was a direct
response to changes in the environment. He pointed out that
increased humidity or large-scale air pollution had the effect of
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darkening the resting sites of the moth, and suggested the
moths became darker in order to match their surroundings to
avoid predators. In other words, moths have a physiological
ability to darken to match their backgrounds over the course of
their lives, and they pass this on to their offspring. This is often
referred to as Lamarckian inheritance. James Heslop Harrison
(1927–28) alternatively proposed that the general darkening in
the affected species was due to the ingestion of pollutants by
larvae (caterpillars) that feed on leaves covered by soot. In
particular, he proposed lead salts had mutagenic properties that
led the caterpillars to mutate to the dark form on the basis of a
series of experiments he conducted in the 1920s. These in-
vestigations were subsequently called into question by others
who were unable to reproduce his remarkable results. A third
explanation popularized by James W. Tutt (1896) explained the
phenomenon in terms of Darwin’s theory of natural selection.
According to this explanation, the dark form initially arose by
means of a chance mutation. In unpolluted environments, the
resulting dark form was easily spotted by birds and thus quickly
removed from the population. This explains why it is virtually
unknown in unpolluted environments. But in polluted en-
vironments, such as those visibly darkened by air pollution
(owing to the dying off of pale lichen that covered the trees and
the slow accumulation of soot), the dark form was no longer at
a disadvantage. Indeed, in soot-darkened forests, it is the pale
form that is now at a disadvantage, and as such, the pale form
that is removed. Comparing the moths as they rest on pale and
dark backgrounds associated with the two environments reveals
the basic intuition behind this explanation (see Figure 1).

E.B. ‘Henry’ Ford, founder of the Oxford School of Eco-
logical Genetics that championed the systematic study of
natural selection in field populations openly questioned
whether Tutt’s analysis was sufficient to account for the speed
of the spread. Ford doubted it could be that simple. His own
explanation, in terms of pleiotropy (the possibility a gene
might have more than one affect on the phenotype of an
organism), was that the spread was the result of two selection
pressures. The first, documented by breeders who had estab-
lished that the gene responsible for dark coloration was in-
variably dominant in the affected species, was that the dark
form was ‘hardier’ or better able to survive toxins in their
environment. This physiological advantage accounted for the
rapidity of the spread. To account for why the spread had been
limited to the vicinity of manufacturing centers, Ford drew
attention to the obvious handicap of dark coloration in un-
polluted environments, where the dark form would be readily
spotted by predators.

To the modern eye, explaining the phenomenon of indus-
trial melanism in terms of natural selection seems obvious. But
it wasn’t at the time of Kettlewell’s investigations. The discovery
of the phenomenon of industrial melanism coincided with
what historians refer to as the ‘Eclipse of Darwinism,’ around
the turn of the century when relatively few biologists believed
that natural selection was the primary mechanism of evolution.
During this time, scientists considered numerous alternative
mechanisms, such as the possibility that new forms might arise
at once my mutation (Saltationism), or evolution might be
driven by the inheritance of changes that occurred during the

Figure 1 Biston betularia: one typical and one carbonaria resting on a lichen-covered tree in unpolluted country (Dorset); and, one typical and
one carbonaria resting on blackened and lichen-free bark in an industrial area (the Birmingham district). These photos originally appeared
separately as Plates 14 and 15 in Ford (1975).
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Avian vision models and field experiments
determine the survival value of peppered
moth camouflage
Olivia C. Walton1 & Martin Stevens 1

Animal defensive coloration has long provided many important examples of evolution and

adaptation. Of these, industrial melanism in the peppered moth is the classic textbook

example of evolution in action, whereby dark and pale morphs suffer differential predation in

polluted and unpolluted woodland based on their camouflage. Despite extensive work, a

striking gap remains in that no study has ever objectively quantified their camouflage or

related this directly to predation risk. Here we use image analysis and avian vision models to

show that pale individuals more closely match lichen backgrounds than dark morphs. Arti-

ficial predation experiments in unpolluted woodland show 21% higher survival rates of pale

than melanic individuals. Overall, we provide the strongest direct evidence to date that

peppered moth morph frequencies stem from differential camouflage and avian predation,

providing key support for this iconic example of natural selection.
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carbonaria treatments required censoring. These results, overall,
indicate that typica had an ~21% greater survival rate than car-
bonaria across the entire experiment.

Discussion
We have shown that the pale speckled form (typica) of the pep-
pered moth has a close match to lichen covered bark for both
colour and lightness, whereas the melanic (carbonaria) form is
poorly matched and closer in lightness to plain bark. Therefore,
to avian vision, the typica form is indeed better hidden against
lichen covered trees than carbonaria. Crucially, this translates
into a strong survival advantage, with replica models of typica
being much less likely to be discovered by wild birds when on
lichen covered backgrounds. These two components provide
substantial direct support for the role of camouflage and

differential avian predation in driving the rises and falls of
polymorphic frequencies, and specifically the documented
increases in typica during the post-industrial era9,10.

In our assessment of camouflage, the match of typica to lichen
was very close using a model of avian vision, with values around
2–3 JNDs. Instead, carbonaria was a close match to plain bark for
luminance, although not colour. In contrast, all moths had JNDs
of around 7–9 for both colour and luminance against their
incorrect background, indicating a substantially poorer match
and diminished camouflage. These data are already in very close
accordance with our predictions, but in addition, we used
museum specimens and the resulting match between fresh
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Fig. 1 Camouflage of peppered moth morphs to avian vision. Images show a
melanic and a typical peppered moth morph to avian vision, along with
samples of plain bark and lichen. a This set of images represent colour data
(n= 130), comprised of cone response data for a longwave, mediumwave,
shortwave, and UV cones (with UV and shortwave data combined into the
blue image channel as images have only three layers). b This set of images
represent data from avian double cones, showing luminance (n= 130).
These images illustrate the better match for colour and luminance of typica
compared to carbonaria against lichen backgrounds. Graphs are just
noticeable difference (JND) results for colour (a) and luminance (b) of
typica and carbonaria specimens against plain bark and lichen. JND data was
statistically analysed using a general linear model, with colour data log-
transformed. For colour (a) between the morphs, plain bark did not
display significance (p= 0.19) whereas lichen bark did (p= 6.66e−14).
Both morphs displayed statistical significance for luminance (b); typica (p <
2e−16) and melanic (p < 2e−16). Boxplots display untransformed average
JND values (bold line), the interquartile range (box component), range of
minimum and maximum JND values (horizontal lines either end of range),
and circle symbols signifying outlier results
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Fig. 2 Visualisation of the artificial predation experiment. Examples of the
artificial moth targets made to match typica and carbonaria specimens show
the components of the pastry body and the digitally colour calibrated paper
wings. Statistical analysis was conducted to produce the non-parametric
distribution plot of survival over time, using Kaplan–Meier estimation.
Higher survival of targets matching typica moths than carbonaria moths
were seen; graphically represented by the red dashed and solid blue lines,
respectively (n= 500; p < 2e−16)
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REVIEW

The peppered moth and industrial melanism: evolution
of a natural selection case study

LM Cook1 and IJ Saccheri2

From the outset multiple causes have been suggested for changes in melanic gene frequency in the peppered moth
Biston betularia and other industrial melanic moths. These have included higher intrinsic fitness of melanic forms and selective
predation for camouflage. The possible existence and origin of heterozygote advantage has been debated. From the 1950s, as a
result of experimental evidence, selective predation became the favoured explanation and is undoubtedly the major factor
driving the frequency change. However, modelling and monitoring of declining melanic frequencies since the 1970s indicate
either that migration rates are much higher than existing direct estimates suggested or else, or in addition, non-visual selection
has a role. Recent molecular work on genetics has revealed that the melanic (carbonaria) allele had a single origin in Britain,
and that the locus is orthologous to a major wing patterning locus in Heliconius butterflies. New methods of analysis should
supply further information on the melanic system and on migration that will complete our understanding of this important
example of rapid evolution.
Heredity (2013) 110, 207–212; doi:10.1038/hdy.2012.92; published online 5 December 2012

Keywords: Biston betularia; carbonaria gene; mutation; predation; non-visual selection; migration

INTRODUCTION
The peppered moth Biston betularia (L.) and its melanic mutant will
be familiar to readers of Heredity as an example of rapid evolutionary
change brought about by natural selection in a changing environment,
even if the details of the story are not. In fact, the details are less simple
than usually presented; they have accrued and undergone changes in
emphasis during the century and a half of study. In this review, we
outline the way patterns, techniques and ideas have evolved and
discuss the problems that remain to be solved. (Industrial melanism in
Biston betularia (L.) involves complex historical and geographical
changes in habitat and ecology (Kettlewell, 1973; Berry, 1990; Majerus,
1998). The original phenotype was speckled black and white (typical).
Melanic forms are the almost uniform black carbonaria and several
intermediate phenotypes (insularia). In the north English industrial
region, insularia alleles played little part in change of melanic
frequency, but in south Wales and adjacent parts of England, they
reached high frequencies and had a different history. Similarly,
industrialisation developed in different ways in different places. For
hundreds of years until the eighteenth century, London was the most
industrialised and polluted city. After that, industry developed, and
sometimes declined at an early date, in places we now think of as rural.
In areas that remained industrial, the extent of continuous conurba-
tion varied considerably. Atmospheric pollution, darkening of surfaces,
food plant abundance and predators therefore also vary. To keep the
description simple, just two pairs of categories have been used where
possible in this account: melanic and typical moths, and industrial and
rural habitats. For the same reason, parameter estimates are given to
the nearest order of magnitude, although original calculations are
more precise and more qualified. There is no attempt to review the full
contributions of the various authors cited.)

EARLY EVIDENCE OF CHANGE
The peppered moth was the most diagrammatic example of the
phenomenon of industrial melanism that came to be recognised in
industrial and smoke-blackened parts of England in the mid-nine-
teenth century. The typical individual has a sprinkling of black marks
on a white background. Melanic forms (almost uniform black
carbonaria and intermediate insularia) were shown to be determined
by a series of dominant alleles at a single locus (Bowater, 1914 and
many later studies. The early controversy involving induction of
melanic variants is reviewed by Rudge, 2009). They, and melanic
variants in numerous other moth species, increased in frequency
during the nineteenth century. In the peppered moth, the increase was
so great that in some industrial parts of England the original wild
type was almost lost by the end of the century. Records were
made by amateur lepidopterists and discussed in the entomological
literature, particularly as regards why melanic forms arise in nature
(Rudge, 2010). Tutt (1891, later published separately) considered the
possible factors implicated—humidity, environment, heredity, disease,
temperature or protection (meaning camouflage)—without clearly
favouring a single cause; he credits the idea of protection and natural
selection to White (1877) and Chapman (1888). Shortly after, he used
the peppered moth as the example in a vivid description of selection
for crypsis by predators in a changing environment (Tutt, 1894), later
repeated even more emphatically (Tutt, 1896; see Owen, 1997). There
were no records of predation at the time, and other writers such as
Prest (1877) and, in an important review, Porritt (1907) disagreed. At
the instigation of Bateson (1900), who wished to assemble examples
of discontinuous variation, the records were brought together
(Barrett, 1901; Doncaster, 1906) to provide a starting point for wider
discussion.
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Domestication/Artificial selection



Fig. 3. Estimated starting points of domestication processes for different mammal species. Except for the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) these examples are also referred
to in Table 1. Digits in boxes refer to sequential numbers of domesticated forms in Table 1. Superscript digits refer to references with temporal classification: 1)
Druzhkova et al. (2013); 2) Thalmann et al. (2013); 3) Zeder, 2008; 4) Helmer et al. (2005); 5) Albarella et al. (2006); 6) Driscoll et al. (2007); 7) Ottoni et al. (2017),
8) Qiu et al. (2015), 9) Sandweiss and Wing (1997); 10) Kadwell et al. (2001); 11) Warmuth et al. (2012); 12) Gaunitz et al. (2018); 13) Rossel et al. (2008); 14)
Kierstein et al. (2004); 15) Potts (2004); 16) Thomson (1951); 17) Carneiro et al. (2011); 18) Tokuda, 1935; 19) Castle (1947); and 20) Trut (1999).

Fig. 4. Estimated numbers of individuals per species within the taxon Perissodactyla (left side). For 15 out of 16 species, global population estimates are available
(IUCN, 2019). We present maximum values (species numbers might be even lower). The total number of individuals resembling these 15 species of the taxon
Perissodactyla is equivalent to 0.9% of all individuals of domesticated donkeys and 0.7% of all individuals of domesticated horses (right side). Estimated numbers
of individuals of domesticated forms were obtained from FAO (FAOSTAT, 2019) and refer to the year 2017.
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a b s t r a c t

Domestication is the result of a separation of a species from its natural ecological context,
its integration into the human household and modification under anthropogenic-driven
pressures. Currently, artificial selection is regarded as just one of several driving forces
of evolution, which, to our opinion, does not appropriately consider the anthropogenic
dimension in domestication. Here, we try to reconstruct the history of biological ap-
proaches to the phenomenon of domestication, including Linnaean rank-based categories
and Darwin's use of domesticates to provide evidence for natural selection. Using mam-
mals as an example, we highlight the importance of the biological species concept and the
concept of phylogenetic systematics to fully address the nature of domestication. While
speciation (A/B) is only complete, if species B is reproductively isolated from species A,
domestication leads to a transformation of a species A into an anthropogenic-driven entity
(“form”) still part of that species (A/A). By further developing a thinking coined by the
“Kiel school” during the previous century, we provide additional arguments for a differ-
entiated view on speciation and domestication (e.g. temporal and numerical dimension).
On this basis, we reflect on shortcomings resulting from a lack of discrimination between
speciation and domestication and the consequences for phylogenetic systematics (e.g.
domesticated mammals as “crown groups” in evolutionary cladograms), ecology (e.g. “de-
domestication” and “rewilding”) and animal husbandry (“species-specific” requirements of
domesticated mammals). Since the tremendous imbalance regarding the impact of a few
(anthropogenic-driven) forms compared to that of numerous (naturally evolved) species is
highly influential for the current global biodiversity crisis, reconsidering the nature of
domestication is necessary to adequately approach and address the extent of the human
impact on biodiversity on a global scale. Our approach leads to the realization that the
cultural influence on a biological phenomenon should result in a more responsible
treatment of domesticated animals and more sustainable approaches to livestock hus-
bandry and agricultural land use in general.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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